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Algorithm 3 The Heist message passing algorithm for
variable xi
1: tmin := maxk∈[1,m] |Dxk| ⊲ Wait for initial samples (line 7)
2: for t = tmin + 1 to T do ⊲ For each joint pull
3: Zi(xi) = GDL Variable(i) ⊲ See Algorithm 1
4: Set x∗
i (t) := argmax
xi
 
max
(ˆ µ,b2)∈Zi(xi)
(ˆ µ + b)
 
5: Send message sample(x∗
i (t)) to all Uj : j ∈ M(i)
6: end for
Algorithm 4 The Heist message passing algorithm for
function Uj. Line numbering continued from Algorithm 3.
7: for each xj ∈ Dxj, sample Uj(xj) once
8: tmin := maxk∈[1,m] |Dxk|
9: for t = tmin + 1 to T do ⊲ For each joint pull
10: execute GDL Function(j) ⊲ See Algorithm 2
11: Wait for sample(x∗
i (t)) messages from all xi : i ∈ N(j)
12: Pull arm x∗
j(t) = {x∗
i (t) | i ∈ N(j)}
13: Update sample mean ˆ µ(x∗
j,t) and sample count n(x∗
j,t)
14: end for
communication commences, functions ﬁrst sample the utility
for their local domains (line 7) which takes maxk∈[1,m] |Dxk|
time steps. This is analogous to the UCB algorithm, which
pulls each arm once at the start. Then, functions and vari-
ables execute the GDL message passing algorithm (lines 2
and 8) instantiated for the GDL–UCB semi-ring, which is
deﬁned as follows:
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Definition 3. The GDL–UCB semi-ring is a semi-ring
 R,max≻,+ + +  such that:
• R = P(R × R) a set of sets
4 of tuples, which have
the same signature as the tuples output by functions
Uj—the ﬁrst element of each tuple is a sample mean
ˆ µ, and the second is a squared bound b
2. The identity
elements are 0 = {(−∞,−∞)} and 1 = {(0,0)}.
• max≻ is an operator that takes multiple sets S1,...,Sk ⊆
R as input and outputs a set S
′ such that:
S′ = max≻(S) =
 
s ∈
k  
i=1
Si | ∀s′ ∈
k  
i=1
Si : s′  ≻ s
 
Operator max≻ ﬁlters out so-called dominated tuples
from sets S1,...,Sk—those that cannot maximise the
global UCB. Domination is formally deﬁned by binary
operator ≻ such that (ˆ µ1,b
2
1) ≻ (ˆ µ2,b
2
2) iﬀ:
(ˆ µ1 − ˆ µ2 > b2 − b1)∧
 
ˆ µ1 − ˆ µ2 >
 
b2
2 + u2
range2lnt −
 
b2
1 + (urange)22lnt
 
∧
 
ˆ µ1 − ˆ µ2 >
 
b2
2 + u2
range
2lnt
t
−
 
b2
1 + (urange)2 2lnt
t
 
• + + + is a binary operator such that if S1,S2 ∈ R, then
S1+ + +S2 = {(ˆ µ1+ˆ µ2,b
2
1+b
2
2) | ∀(ˆ µ1,b
2
1) ∈ S1,∀(ˆ µ2,b
2
2) ∈
S2}. Thus, + + + sums all pairs of tuples in S1 and S2.
As a consequence of the non-linearity of the objective
function in Equation 9, choosing the assignment that max-
imises the sum of UCBs on local utility, does not (neces-
sarily) produce optimality of the UCB on the sum of local
3Proofs of correctness and explanation of the operators can
be found in the Appendix.
4Here, P(S) denotes the powerset of set S.
utilities. Thus, we cannot simply discard one tuple (ˆ µ1,b
2
1)
in favour of tuple (ˆ µ2,b
2
2) if ˆ µ1 +b1 < ˆ µ2 +b2. This problem
is addressed by the deﬁnition of the max≻ operator, which
is designed to discard only those tuples that are guaranteed
to lead to global sub-optimality. As a result, it imposes a
partial order over tuples to preserve the tuple that produces
global optimality.
Executing the GDL algorithm on the GDL–UCB semi-
ring yields the marginal function Zi(xi) for each variable xi
(line 3). It can be proved that for each assignment xi ∈ Di,
the set Zi(xi) contains a tuple (ˆ µ,b
2), such that ˆ µ + b is
the maximum achievable global UCB given that assignment
(Theorem 2). Using this marginal function Zi(xi), the sec-
ond phase of Heist ﬁrst computes the maximum UCB for
each assignment xi (line 4, expression between brackets) and
then selects the assignment with the maximum UCB (re-
mainder of line 4). Then, in line 5, each variable informs
adjacent functions of its assignment, after which all func-
tions sample assignments (line 12).
Example 3. The following demonstrates the operation of
Heist on a single time step (t = 10) of the MAB–DCOP
from Example 1. Let c = 2ln(10), and urange = 1.
GDL Iteration 1:
Q1→1(x1) = Q2→1(x2) = Q2→2(x2) = {(0,0)}
R1→1(0) = {(5,c)}, R1→1(1) = {(2,c/3),(1.1,c)}
R1→2(0) = {(3,c/5)}, R1→2(1) = {(5,c)}
R2→2(0) = {(5,c/8)}, R1→2(1) = {(2,c/2)}
GDL Iteration 2:
Q1→1(x1) = (0,0),Q2→1(x1) = R2→2(x1),Q2→2(x1) = R2→1(x1)
R1→1(0) = {(7,c(1 + 1/2))}, R1→1(1) = {(7,c(1/3 + 1/8))}
R1→2(0) = {(3,c/5)}, R1→2(1) = {(5,c)}
R2→2(0) = {(5,c/8)}, R1→2(1) = {(2,c/2)}
At this point, GDL has converged. We can now calculate
the marginals Zi(xi):
Z1(0) = (7,2ln(10)(1 + 1/2)), Z1(1) = (7,2ln(10)(1/3 + 1/8))
Z2(0) = (8,2ln(10)(1/5 + 1/8)), Z2(1) = (7,2ln(10)(1 + 1/2))
By calculating the UCB associated with these tuples, we
obtain x
∗
1 = 0,x
∗
2 = 1, with a UCB of 7+
 
2ln(10)
 
1 +
1
2
 
,
which indeed maximises Equation 9 (cf. Example 2).
For the GDL message passing phase of Heist, we can derive
the following result:
Theorem 2 (Main result 1). If the factor graph is
acyclic and the stopping criterion is chosen such that GDL
message passing phase is run for a number of iterations that
is equal to the diameter of the factor graph, the following
equation holds for each t > maxk∈[1,m] |Dxk|:
max
(ˆ µ,b2)∈Zi(xi)
(ˆ µ+b) = max
X\xi


m  
j=1
ˆ µ(xj,t) +
   
 
 2lnt
m  
j=1
(urange)2
n(xj,t)


Put diﬀerently, Theorem 2 states that, after the initial pulls,
set Zi(xi) contains the tuple that yields the marginal maxi-
mum UCB that can be obtained for each assignment to xi,
i ∈ [1,n]. As a direct consequence, line 12 pulls the arm on
each function with the highest overall UCB (Equation 9).
This observation leads to the following theorem: